Lindy VGA Splitter Pro4 - (002154
- Y)

£24.99
Professional Broadcasting Equipment Lindy VGA Splitter Pro4 - (002154 - Y) Duplicates the video
signal from your PC to 4 CRT or LCD monitorsProvides a simultaneous display on all connected
monitorsEnhances video signals for long distance broadcasting (up to 55m)This compact video
splitter is a very effective solution for users who need to distribute multiple video signals over long
distances. It supports high resolution VGA signals of up to 2048 x 1536 (QXGA) and, when using
Lindy Premium Gold cables, distances of up to 55m. The item has been used, therefore shows a
few stickers and used marks. It is in good cosmetic condition - We have not tested the unit in any
Product
Details
way. Everything you see in the photos
is included.
Not including the Power Cable (Unless
Category/Type
Other
Audio equipment,
Equipment
otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and
RarePro
broadcast
including
more Technics, Rogers and much more! Ref 002154 Shipping costs: Prices quoted
for
Make
Lindy
shipping by courier are based on delivery to England & Wales
only.
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Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland is Dimensions
classed
Weight as part of the U.K. but it still costs more to send large items there. There is no extra costfor smaller items sent by Royal Mail. We will recycle packaging where we can to keep your costs
and ours down. We will combine P&P where we can.If you are buying multiple items, please do
the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to payment. We will invoice you with the required P&P.If
Global
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Management
you feel you have paid too much
P&P, please
the amount of packaging involved. If you
(0)1733
897319and we will look into it for you. All
still think you have paid too muchTel:
P&P+44
send
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www.globalassetmgmt.co.uk
enquiries@globalassetmgmt.co.uk
items
will be sent recorded delivery. Buyer
is responsible for all import duties and
taxes.Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations 2000: Please note that the Consumer

